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M. Moesen, K.U. Leuven
nano-structures
Three-Dimensional Bichiral Crystal 
Visit GEOMETRIC, INRIA Sophia Antipolis 31 
Three-Dimensional Bichiral Crystal!
!
3D-Metamaterial showing negative refraction!
!
 ! Direct Laser Writing (Thiel et al., 2009) !
    (CFN, Karlsruhe) !
 ! Silver plating (Radke et al., 2011) !
    (Institute of physics, Stuttgart) !
!
EM field Modelling: !
 ! Deeper understanding of optical properties!
 ! Beyond capabilities of commercially !
    available simulation tools !
(Thiel et al., 2009) photonic crystal
M. Blome, Zuse Institut Berlin
also cosmology, biology, etc






6.4. Computation of hyperbolic planforms 103
(a) χ1 : G, the corresponding eigenvalue
is λ = 23.0790.
(b) χ2 : G0κ, the corresponding eigen-
value is λ = 91.4865.
(c) χ3 : G0κ￿ , the corresponding eigen-
value is λ = 32.6757.
(d) χ4 : G, the corresponding eigenvalue
is λ = 222.5434.
Figure 6.7: The four H-planforms with their corresponding eigenvalue associated
with the four irreducible representations of dimension 1, see text.
[Chossat, Faye, Faugeras]
also cosmology, biology, etc
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Delaunay triangulation
All balls circumscribing simplices are empty
in Rd
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[Bogdanov, Devillers, T.]
software
d = 2: CGAL, in progress
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3D torus [Dolbilin, Huson]
dD closed [Caroli, T.]
software
CGAL 2D torus [Kruithof]
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G =< tx , ty >
T = R2/G
π : R2 → T
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T = R2/G
π : R2 → T
P finite point set
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G =< tx , ty >
T = R2/G
π : R2 → T
DTR(GP)
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Delaunay triangulation
G =< tx , ty >
T = R2/G
π : R2 → T
DTT(π(P)) = π(DTR(GP))
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Delaunay triangulation
G =< tx , ty >
T = R2/G
π : R2 → T
DTT(π(P)) = π(DTR(GP))
(under some conditions)
Algorithm uses covering spaces
(3D) [Caroli, T.] ESA’09, SoCG’11, CGAL
video with astrophysicists (see abstract)
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CGAL 3D periodic volume meshes
[Pellé, T.] (in progress)
gyroid (TPMS)
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(2D) From 1 to 2 handles
Flat torus
T = R2/G





a,b, c,d | abcdabcd
〉
finitely presented group
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notation: gO = g,g ∈ G
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relation with orbits under T (2,3,8)
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π : R2 → T
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π2 : R2 → T2
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2k -sheeted covering spaces Flat torus
G2k−1 = 〈g,h〉
G2k = 〈gh,gh〉





[Bogdanov, T., Vegter] EuroCG’12
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ab, cd ,ab, cd ,bc,da,bc,da
| abcdabcd
〉
= only subgroup of
index 2 of G s.t.
DO invariant by ρπ/4
sys(M2) = sys(M)
(but fewer shortest loops)
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and their conjugates by ρπ/4
= only subgroup of
index 2 of G2 s.t.
DO invariant by ρπ/4
sys(M4)>sys(M)
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[Bogdanov, T.]
δp(G) = diameter of largest empty disk in Gp
δM = supp δp(G)
4.89 < δM < 6.62
sys(MN) > 2 δM ?
=⇒ N > 32
N = 8 for the flat torus
⇐= N ≥ 128
(using GAP)
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(using GAP)
From 1 to 2 handles
Flat torus Bolza surface
quotient under the action of an
Abelian group non-Abelian group
region of p in Vor(Gp)
does not depend on p depends on p
systole of the 2k covering surfaces
grows at each k does not grow at each k
etc
Thank you
[Schmitt, T.]
